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Vision for AM Data Ecosystem

Vision

 To release various statistically relevant materials properties data 
records characterizing the capability of additive manufacturing 
(AM) process. This is to satisfy the vision of sharing information 
with any NASA AM partner to help establish alloy specific 
manufacturing techniques especially for demonstration and flight 
hardware. Furthermore, data was intended to be widely distributed 
to help mature AM processes and standards. 

 To enable the certification of flight hardware produced by AM 
processes 

– The data contained within the database is based upon a qualified 
metallurgical process
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Outline

Organizational Structure
– Motivation and Users of AM Data
– Criteria For Database 
– Database Structure and Attributes

 Challenges
 Future Expectations
Gaps In Standards
 Small Case Study
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Organizational Information: Internal Users & Motivation

Multiple NASA programs and projects are interested in 
utilizing and providing AM data.

– Propulsion
 Liquid Engines
 Solid Propulsion

– Environmental Control & Life Support
– In-Space Manufacturing
– Nuclear Thermal Propulsion
– Structures
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Organizational Information: Criterial For External Usage

5.4.4 Criteria for the Use of External Data in the MPS

[AMR-17] Material property data generated outside the jurisdiction of this MSFC Technical Standard [MSFC-STD-3716] , such as prior industry 
or government data, shall meet each of the following criteria prior to incorporation into an MPS:

1. Properties are generated from material produced by the L-PBF process.

2. Authenticating records of traceability are available for the feedstock chemistry and heat treatment operations.

3. Properties are generated from material tested in a metallurgical condition (heat treatment and microstructure) equivalent to that defined by 
QMPs registered to the MPS.

4. Authenticating records of traceability are available that illustrate the material internal quality and final microstructure.

5. The geometry and build orientation of test specimens are defined.

6. The specifications governing the material test methods are defined.

7. The external data is provided in the form of actual test results to allow design values and PCRD criteria to be established or independently 
verified.

8. Demonstration that active QMP(s) produce material equivalent in microstructure and mechanical properties based on the registration 
process of MSFC-SPEC-3717.

9. An MUA documenting each of these criteria is approved.

[Rationale: The incorporation of prior databases for L-PBF material properties into an MPS will become standard practice as the technology 
matures. These criteria ensure the database contains sufficient information to follow the process controls required by this [MSFC-STD-3716] 
MSFC Technical Standard.]
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Organizational Information: Database Structure
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Organizational Information: Database Attributes

Test Conditions Specimen High Cycle Fatigue Fracture Toughness J1C Tensile
Test Date Sample Type Control Mode Fracture Valid Test Tensile Yield Strength

Test Type
Specimen MMTF Drawing 
Number Waveform Nominal Yield Strength Tensile Ultimate Strength 

Test Specification Specimen Nominal Diameter Method File Estimated Young's Modulus Young's Modulus 
Test Temperature Specimen Nominal Width Cycles to Failure Nominal Ultimate Tensile Strength Elongation, 4D
Test Media Specimen Nominal Thickness Stress Ratio J1C - # pts in region A Failure Location
… … … …

Build Details Scan Characteristics Powder Lot 
Record Name Record Name Record Name 
Build ID Material ID Material ID
AM Technology Build ID Specification
Machine Vendor Process ID Manufacturer
Material ID Core Laser Power Lot Number
… … …

Build Attributes

Test Data Attributes
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CHALLENGES

Disruptive & New Manufacturing Technology = Challenges 
Challenge Solution/Current Effort

Export Control -

Integrated Data Acquisition Establishment of a dynamic database within MAPTIS that interacts with existing 
tools to consolidate and store data.

Progression of NASA Standards to 
Industry Standards

Development of a NASA standard which then enables better understanding of the 
process allowing for the development of an industry standard

NDE & In-Situ Monitoring Data 
Storage and Analysis

Working with industry to develop NDE and in-situ monitoring technique that utilize 
the data and extract relevant information

Automated Data Capture Exploring routes to automate data capture concerning machine state as well as 
actual process variables.

Agreement on What Data to 
Capture

Working with standards organization to establish what is “good enough”
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Disruptive & New Manufacturing Technology = Challenges 
Challenge Solution/Current Effort

Pre-cursor Geometry of 
Blanks/Coupons

Known-Gap

Pre-Production Article Data Known-Gap

Characterization Build 
Standardization

Known-Gap

CHALLENGES: Examples of Known Gaps
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Future Expectations

AM data ecosphere exists with a well-defined open architecture 
allowing collaborative pooling of non-restricted data.
 Industry standards provide sufficient process control and data 

requirements for qualified multiple sourced material properties
Data development and archive methodologies are compatible with 

developing broad-industry databases: MMPDS, CMH-17 
– ASME, Petroleum, Nuclear

NASA database develops to be compatible with this ecosphere 
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GAPS IN STANDARDS

AM process standards lack definitive process quality metrics to ensure 
each qualified machine is producing AM material of specified quality.

– Industry standards have not yet incorporated qualification metrics
 Standards do not exist for governing build geometry for material 

characterization
– Production of AM material in a standard “nominal” state for the AM process 

 Standards do not address specimen-to-part material capability
 Standards do not address the development of bulk material property 

“allowable” data versus “design values” that include AM process 
influence factors.
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CASE STUDY
Red   = contaminated
Green = not-contaminated Contamination was more wide-spread 

than originally believed.

Lessons Learned:
- Create a schema early on in the 
development effort to capture 
necessary data
- Standardization helps ensure proper 
processing steps are taken and 
traceability of components

BUILD QUEUE



Questions?
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